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Tests were msdo at M = 1.82 over an inoidence range of +lO* on an engine 
installation mounted at the rear cf an uncambered slender gothic wing with 
different values of the boundary layer bleed height and at various mass flow 
ratios. In addition an investigation was made of the flotf conditions at the 
inboard and outboard edges of the inlet and of the effects of the nacelles on 
the longitudinal ohnrsoteristics of the :-ring. The installation represented a 
design in which four engines were mounted side by side in each of two nacelles, 
one on each half of the wing, with the engines partially buried in the wing, 

It was found aerodynamically preferable to mount the engines on the loner 
rather than the upper surfaoc of the wing in order to avoid the possibility of 
the leading edge vortices entering the intake and to take advantage of the 
reduced local Mach number present under lifting conditions. Bith a reasonable 
boundary layer bleed height, addition of the nacelles to the wing caused a 1% 
increase in drag, almost indcpcndcnt of incidence. About 30;: of this increase 
Vas the drag of the boundary layer bleed duct; the remainder could be calculated 
closely from a knoi-iledge of the nacelle geometry. The nacelles caused small 
displaooments of the lift and pitching moment curves. 

-- 
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Replaces R.h.3, Technical Note No. Aero.2982 - A.R.C. 26912. 
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1 INTRODTJGTION --exm L*3. * %. --a 

A series of tests were planned for the 3 f-t x 3 f-t wind tunnel at R.A.E. 
Bedford to investigate various engine installations suitable for slender wings* 
Choice of naoelle looation depends on considerations of structure, iring boundary 
layer, local Haah number, accessibility, noise and possible interference effects. 
Several types of installations y:ere examined theoretically in Refs.1 and 2. The 
installations considered here were for rear mounted engines and since all the 
models available for test purposes had a central sting Pairing, the installations 
were restricted to separate nacelles at some distance from tine wing oentre line. 

The model for ahiah the intakes were designed I-fas an uncambered gothic 
v;ing of aspect ratio 0.75 (Fig.?) nhich had previously been tested by $quire3. 
An uncambored ~-zing ;KS chosen so that the general characteristics of rear 
installations for slender nings could be investigated quickly although it tJas 
realised that the use of cwber might result in different flo;r conditions at 
the design incidence for supersonic cruise. 

The intakes tested were of the letter-box type with two-dimensional 
external compression and a boundary layer bleed duct (Figs.2 and 3). Preliminery 
tests were made to deter&no the boundary layer profiles at the inboard and 
outboard edges of the intake: the results of these measurements have already 
been issued+. 

In addition to the letter-box intakes of the present report, the follorring 
other arrangements vrere included in the scries:- 

(a) Similar intakes with the outor portions of the wing boundary layer 
diverted and the central part ducted. 

(b) Intakes having vertical compression tredges to incorporate favourable 
lift interference effects. 

2 ’ DESI!XJ Cl? 'ME ENc;ISC IX~TALIJATIO~!~ 
rr.aa----r;-c-n-^--PPV-U.-l s I  . I  

The desi&n was based on a full scale airoraft having a centre line chord 
of 200 ft and gcometrioally similar to the model chosen (Fig.?) i.e. an inte- 
grated aircraft with no separate fuselage. Zstimatcs shorred that eight engines 
of about Lb.4 ft gross diameter irould bc required. It was assumed that the 
engines rrould be mounted side by side in tno nacelles, one on eachwing. Any 
attempt to design a completely rcprescntativc engine instsJ.lation uas imprac- 
ticable at this sta,-e aincc the main object of the tests was to gather infor- 
mation on the diff'icultics liable to be encountcrcd and whether the charaoter- 
istios of the intakes could be predicted closely. The following assumptions 
about the full scale installation nere mado in deciding the design of the model 
to be tested:- 

(i) The rring boundary layer nould be ductcd separately past the engines* 

(ii) The intake (Fig.2) irould be of single nedge design with a ramp angle 
of 12' and a lip position angle err4 , = 4.6*6' (I!i,$ = 1*8). 



(iii) The main ducts would contract by 3;: downstream of the inlet plane 
folloi;led by a length of constant cross -sectional area to keep the intake shock 
D-table over a3 wide a range of mass flow as possible. 

(iv) The engines mould be partially buried in the wing surfaoe, This 
inoreased the length of the naoelle to about 2555 greater than the aggregate of 
the lengths of the intake, engine and jet pipe. 

(4 Wave drag would be minimised by making the upper surf'aoe of the 
nacelle (except for the cowl lip) parallel with the wing surface and the sides 
of the nacelle parallel with the free stream direction. 

(4 Although it was roslized that theboundary layer tiickne3s would 
vary across the span, the boundary layer bleed was made of constant height to 
faoilitate testing the model with different va;lues of this bleed height. 

There nas some controversy as to whether the intakes should be on the upper 
or lover surface of the wing. A lower surface installation is attractive aero- 
dynamioally since the looal F.laoh number is lower than the free stream value and 
the flon is 'free from vortices. However a lowor surface installation involves 
poesible stone ingestion, bad ditching characteristios and problems of under- 
oarringe location and ground olearanoe, The present tests were made at both 
positive and negative incidenocs to simulate both upper and loner surfaoe 
installations. The sign convention adopted corresponds to the intakes being on 
the upper 3urfaoe. 

In order to fit the nacelles to the wing (Fig.1) with minimum modification 
to the ba3i.c model, the design of the subsonic diffuser and boundary layer bleed 
duct were adapted in the manner shown in Fi,gs.3,&,5 and 7. The main duct 
expanded to only 13523 of the inlet area (Fig.6) instead of to the corresponding 
engine frontal area and the bleed duct nas led straight along the xing surfaoe 
instead of' passing into the ning in order to bypass tne engines. For structural 
reasons a vertical splitter plate was placed in the centre of each nacelle thus 
dividing it into b-lo ducts. This plate extended from the front of the subsonic 
diffuser to the exit. The main duct was complete'in itself and was bolted 
between side plates fixed in slots in- the wing surface (Fig.7). Different sets 
of sideplates were used to vary the boundary layer bleed height. Since the 
upper surfaoe of the nacelle nas to be maintained parallel v&th the wing surface, 
the height of the bleed exit was aInays 0*012 inch higher than the entry, giving 
bleed duot,expansion katios of 1*05; I.075 and l-15 for h = O-24, 0.16 and 0*08 
inch respectively. 
mass flow (E.gwj). 

Exit plugs were provided to test the inteke over a range of , 

In order to measure the vclooity profiles at the inboard and outboard 
edges of the intake3 at the entry plane two pitot rakes were constructed to fit 
into tho slot3 in the wing (Figs.8 and 9). Each rake oonsisted of seven pitot 
tubes, of inside and outside diameters 0'020 and 0.028 inch respectively. The 
rakes extended normal to the chordal plane to a distance 0*43 inch from the 
wing surfaoc. Because of the possibility of interference from the rake3 on the 



near surface of the wing, the static pressures were measured on the opposite 
surfaoe at the corresponding negative inoidences. 

c- 
A band of distributed roughness was applied to the leading edge of the 

wing (Fig.l) to ensure that the boundary layer on the model was turbulent. 
r This consisted of a mixture of oarborun3um grains and aluminium paint applied 

so that closely spaced individual grains projected from a paint base about 
O*OOl inch thick; grade 100 carborundum was used for the tests. The sharp 
leading edge itself was left clear of roughness. 

&asurements of lift, pitching moment and drag were made using a strain 
gauge balance. The balanoe measurements were corrected for balance interactions 
and drift before being reduced to the usual coefficient forms. The pitching 
moment coefficients are referred to the quarter-chord point of the mean aero- 
dynamic chord. From a consideration of the possible sources of error, together 
with a study of repeat readings, it is believed that the accuraoy of the results 
from this balance were as follows:- 

cL $0 l 003 

c m t0*0005 

CD -3-0*0001~ at c = 0 
1, 

-1-O*OOl at CL = 0*3. 

.- Pressure recoveries were assessed from pi-tot r&es at the exit plane(Zig, IO). 
Each pitot tube consisted of a 0.6 inch l8ngth of hypodermic tubing [inSide and 
outside diameters 0*020 and 0*028 inch) fitted to a larger tube of outside 
diameter 0*04.7 inch. Details of the tube positions are given in Fig.7, The 

. two outer tubes of the starboard rake were arranged to record base pressure. 
Vhen exit plucs were inserted, some tubes which had formerly been pitot tubes 
now recorded plug; base pressures. In general no static pressure readings were 
taken at the exit but for a fen oheok tests, three static tubes were placed in 
t:1o starboard bleed duo-t. 

4 TE3TS CIP-LiLI 

All tests were made at Pd = I.82 with a total pressure of II.6 inches of G 
mercury and total temperature about 25*C, giving a Reynolds number of 2'0 x IO 
(based on aerodynamic mean chord). 

Balance readings ati exit pressures were recorded over a full range of 
incidence with various exit plugs anit different vslues of the boundary layer 
bleed height, Then the intakes were removed and the lift, pitching moment and 
drag of the nine alone were measured for purposes of comparison, F'nally flow 
visualisation tests were made using the oil flow5 and vapour screen 2 techniques. 
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The measurements of pitot and static pressures were reduced to velooities, 
assuming constant statio pressure across the boundary layer and no change in * 
total temperature. Logarithmic plots of velocity profiles showed that they con- 
formed to the power law:- 

l/l1 

. 

Values of the boundary layer thickness 6 and the power coefficient n were 
determined from these logarithmic plots. 

5.2 Intake~erformance -x--I %b-z..rm c f- 

The small exit areas and relatively large size of the pitot tubes limited 
the number of tubes used. The pitot tubes were arranged to give a horizontal 
and a vertical pressure distribution across the inboard and outboard ducts with 
about nine tubes in each dust (Fig.?). It was assumed that the shape of the 
profile given by the rake would hold for all sections in the duct parallel with 
the rake. Choking was assumed to take place at the point of ma&mum total 
pressure and the static pressure thus given to be constant across the duct exit, 
Thus mean pressure recoveries at the exit plane nore calculated. 

The mass flow ratios have been calculated from the continuity cquation:- 

*L. 
A P A ex Lr, . -- Ayn = &f ~~~ . . 

5.2.2 Dzap ooef'ficient -km.m.- -0 Z*rsZ ..) 

The drag of the model is presented as external drag where:- 

External drag = measured drag - base drag - internal. drag, 

(0 E,ieasured drag is recorded by the strain gauge balance. 

(ii) Base drag correction is applied to @.ve a base pressure equal to the 
free stream static pressure. 
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(iii) Internd. drag is definfd as:- 

s 

D int = m (V - vex cos a) + Aex (p, - 'i;,, cos a) . 00 

Assuming that the exit is choked and that a is small, substituting the 
o0ntinui-Q equation we obtain-/:- 

cD 
%a / ?ex ’ A \ ex 

irit 
= ---Q (q -L *--- . Boo / ""ST" 

For Sssessing the merits of the intake itself it is convenient to consider 
a drac increment AC, to be added to the basic wins drag to account for the 
effect of sdcting the nacelles at constant lift_c~~fici.ent -u_paum‘.a-* wc.zu _^___(_G. 

I;CD = c1; -2 
cxt 

D 
abe; 

inhere 
‘ 

% 
= 

ext cD -c 
ma8 9, 

- c; 
as0 int 

and D lrt is the loss in momentum from entry plane to exit (c.f. Dint which was 
from f';ee stream to exit). -Dar*- m--P" 

Conditions at the entry plane UC: given by the entry plane surveys. The 
height of the entering stream tube is determined from the mass flow m and Ven 
is the meiin velocity across this stream tube. 

It should be noted that the internal drag is for the main duct only and SO 
the bleed drag is included in LCD, 

The accuracy of internal dr?-g and base drag is well within the limits 
already quoted for balance accuracy. 

0 5.3 Boundax_l_aXer bleed perfom$E .- -- 
Pressure recoveries and mass flow ratios are given relative to free stream 

l aonditions, Values of mass f1os-r ratio have been cdzulsted using the equation:- 
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Owing to the variation of 1Zach number across the bleed inlet, equation (1) 
I 

oannot be applied to give the bleed drag, The basic equation has therefore been 
used: - 

a (% I- en - Fcx) In ~03 a + (P,, - P,,) nex 00s a i CAex - Aen) bw - P,, 00s a) 

‘en is the mean volooity of tLe entcrii-lg stream tube and vex the mean velocity 
across tli0 CXlt. pen is known flxrn the entry plane surveys and in the cases for 

which bleed drag has been considered the velue of p,x has been measured by static 
tubes at the bleed exit. 

The entry plane velocity profiles are shown in Fig.11. The outboard bound- 
ary layor becomes considerably thinner with inoreasing incidence such that for 
a > 4-O only one pitot tube remains in the boundary layer and no values of n and 6 
oan he reasonably dotormined, 

Fig.12 shoves the variation of n and 6 with incidence, It can be seen that 
the boundary layer profile conforms to a one fifth powor law for both inboard 
and outboard stations praotioally independent of incidence, This implies 
relatively large value s of the displacement thickness. Similar values of n have 
been obtained in tests on a slender delta wing at the Aircraft F&search 
AssociationS. 

(6 
The boundary layerthicknoss inboard is a maximum near zero incidence 

= 0'28 inch) and decronscs slightly v;ith positive or negative incidence. The 
outboard boundary layer thickness is Almost constant at negative incidenccs 
(6 = 0.15 inch) but decreases rapidly with positive incidence. It appears that 
two opposing effect3 are present. The change in surface Biach numbor leads to a 
tcndoncy for the upper surface boundary laycr thickness to increase with 
inoidonco. Against this, nhen the incidence is positive the development of the 
wing leading edge vortices results in a srogre ssive dorrnstrcam movement of the 
attachment lines, thereby shortening the run of the boundary layer and reducing 
the thickness at a given chordwise position dorrnstream of attachment. 

Theoretical values of the boundary layer thickness on a flat plate are 
given for comparison, assuming fully turbulent incompressible flow 9 :- 
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6 =i 0*375 (0*271 inch (inboard edge) 
cz=fi ' (0*189 inch (outboard edge) l 

E  

These va;lues are in good agreement with the experimentsl values (except 
for the outboard station at high incidence). 

Fig.13 shows the variation of biach number at the entry plane with 
incidence. The same ourve holds for both inboard and outboard stations (within 
experimental aoauracy) and consists of a line of slope 0'012 M/degree for 
a > 0 and of slope 0*018 I$/degreo for ct < 0. Xlso presented in this figure are 
ourves from slender and not-so-slender wing theory (see Appendix). Sinoe these 
theories apply to attached flow (a G 0 in this case), it appears that the not- 
so-slender t-sing theory gives an accurate estimate of the variation of local 
static pressure crith incidence although the estimate of the pressure coefficient 
at zero incidence is poor. 

From the entry piano proKLos of total pressure and pv (similar in shape 
to the velocity profiles in Fig.11) it is possible to ojlculate the mean total 
pressure and mass f'lon at the entry plane, assuming that the stream tube between 
rt= bleed height, h, and q = h + intake entry height enters the intake. Con- 
ditions are known only at the inboard and outboard edges of the intake and aon- 
ditions between these stations have beon calculated assuming that the boundary 

1.ayer height varies as E; = ~~~7~ 
V 

t;4/5 
> 

i.e. praatioally linearly along 

the span, This means that any looalised change in entry conditions affecting 
one rak3 suoh as the wing vortex moving inboard across the outer rake as inci- 
dence is increased, aX!.l automatiaally be assumed to affect the whole intake to 
a greater extent than would occur in practice, 

Fig.14 shows the variation of mean total pressure across the inlet with 
incidence. For the lover values of bleed height there is an appreciable 
difference bebeen the total pressures for inboard and outboard ducts, resulting 
from the thicker boundary layer in front of the inboard duct. At positive 
incidence the :ring vortices form and move progressively inboard from the leading 
odgc, causin, fl a rapid thinning of the boundary layer and an associated rise in 
pressure recovery. This movement of the wing vortices is clearly illustrated in 
the vapour mrcen photographs (Yig.15) and the oil flow photographs (Fig.16). 
The vapour screen photographs show a view of the starboard side of the model seen 
from the rear and sl'ghtly above the ohordal. plane rdth the vapour screen 
pattern made visible s in the intake entry plane. The wing vortex is present at 
all positive incidence and as the angle of incidence is increased the size of 
the vortex incruases until at a = 8' it reaches the outboard side of the nacelle. 
Por a > 8' the vortex entors the intake causing a decrease in pressure recovery 
of the outboard duct owing to reduced total pressure in the vortex core. 

Curves shot-ring the variation of full mass flow at the entry plane with 
incidence are given in Pig.17. Mass flon decreases slmost linearly tvith 
inoidence except for a > 4" t-fherc the boundary layer is affected by the -r"sing 
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VOrticeSI 'i:ith a reasonably large value of the boundary layer bleed height the 
mass flow ratio exceeds unity at high negative incidences sinoe the local ILach 
number is less than the free stream iiach number. 

6.2 Intake performance C." z.sv_*-a 1 I w .ee* WA-w= La 

6.2.1 Pressure recoveries --.,--j*n* -z* w-x- I * DI 

Since the boundary layer thiokness varies with incidence and spanwise 
position and since the mpss flow varies with incidence, parameters h (boundary 
layer bleed height) and Fz (ratio of exit area to entry area) have been chosen 

A en 
11 in prefercnoe to =q and -?? . 6 A en 

l'ig.18 shows a typical. set of pressure distributions across the exit for 
A 

6X m- = 
A 0~86, These illustrate the effect of bleed height on the distribution in 

en 
em11 auct. A spunwise gradient is present for the lower values of bleed height 
giving rise to a higher pressure recovery outboard, This disappears for 
21 = O*& inch and at higher incidences there i 8 a tendency to form an oppcsite 
gradien'i. 

These pressure distributions are typical of those obtained for eaoh value 
A A 

off2 fz= 
en ( 

I.02 is more rounded 
*en > 

, whereas the vertical distribution (Fig.19) 

varies considerably. 
A . ox Flg.lpa shons that for xe; = I.02 the pressure distribution is extremely 

poor and indicates that the intake flow is suporcritical. As incidence (and 
therefore entry plane Lath number) is increased the pressure distribution 
becomes worse (Fig.lyb). Variation of h affects mass flow and mean entry plane 
Uach number (Fig.1~~). 

.A complete set of curves showzinG the variation of mean pressure recovery 
with incidenoc is given in Fig.20. The characteristics of Fig,?& are present 
i*c. the difference in pressure recovery bet\-feen inboard and outboard ducts can 
be seen, as can also a rapid increase of pressure recovery in the outboard duct 
with inoidence for a > Lb0 (for the 1 ower values of h) until the lG.ng vortex 
enters the intake. These results show that under-T&g intake will give better 
pressure recoveries tLsn intakes oil tho upper surface, provided the winC 
boundary layer is in either ease removed. 

Tho schlieron photographs in Fig.21 illustrate shock patterns at CL = -IO', 
0 and lOOa 

Curves of pressure recovery against mass flow are presented in Fig.22 for 
a is -4. ', 0 and 4" (4' is approximately the cruising incidence) together with 
estimated values of the peak recovery. 
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In general the pressure recovery is higher in the outboard duct with peak 
values of 0.82, 0.80 and 0.77 for L: = -4', 0 and 4" respectively. For the loner 

t values of h the reduced Mach number in the boundary layer results in the shock- 
t?ave from the wedge compression surface lying ahead of the cowl lip thus givin$ 
a maximum mass flow lower than that indicated in Fig.17, An unexpected feature 

? of these results is that for the outboard duct the pressure recoveries are 
higher for h = 0'16 inch than for h = 0*2& inch. This may be due to some 
softening of the wedge shock when some boundary layer air is flowing into the 
intake, i.0. a near isentropio compression fan replaces the single shock-wave 
over part of the entry plane and gives rise to more sffioient compression. 

The measured values of pressure recovery fall short of the estimates 
given in Fig.22, These theorctioal walues are estimated from a consideration of 
losses made up as f‘ollo~-JS:- 

(I) .iixternal losses DIIypr e m.2. me_jl^ * DI . * 

This includes the pressure loss through the wing bon r7ave and the friotion 
losses over the wing surfaces The skin friction losses are zero when h > 6 and 
for 11 = 0.24 inch the external lossca are 1~8s than If3 except for a > 8' when 
the outboard edge of the duct 1-ies in the region of ion total pressure in the 
wing vortex, 

(2) Shock 10330:: I.*wrla/Y *, r.T s a1 

Shock lassos vary with entry plane hach number and therefore with incidence. 
The maximum pressure recovery obtainable decreases with Maoh number and when the 

i v&go shook wave falls insi& the cowl lip (i.e. rJ%len M > en 
recovery falls even more rapidly since part of the entering 
through only a normel shook. 

108) the pressure 
stream tube passes 

(3) Interference losses m--w .^*u.~~. -ix1 LIILv9s.m.. 

SOdaon snd I-;nvwty'" have sho\in the existonce of interference losses au0 to 
the interaotion between tho normal shock and the boundary layer on the ramp. 
Their empirical formula for theso losses show that for this intake, owing to the 
length of constant oross-sectional area at tho throat, the interferenoe losses 
with h > 6 ore negligibly small. 

(4) Internal skin friction lassos .9;Yco.-,.,--.~~,'-,,,,,,r,.u.-. 

Sinc,o the pressure rocoverios have been moasured at the exit plane, rather 
than at the engine compressor face position, and sinoe the Reynolds number and 
hydraulio radius of the duots are small, the friction losses are high - about 
5 or 6$ in pressure recovery, The losses are caloulated from the formula:- 
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where q2 = dynamic pressure behind normal shock-nave 

Cf = skin friction drag coefficient 

A = Zuct cross sectional area 

B = perimeter at any station x, 

0.2.2 Draa -1o- 

Curves showing the estornal drag of tile complete model at cL I 0 are given 
in Fig.23. A clearer pioturc of the drag iznalty incurred by the nacelles is 
gained from l?ig*24 rzhich shoi:s the vsris"iion of ACD ;;ith mass flow for different 
values of bow&q? layer bleed height. Minimum drag is at full mass flow and 
varies from L"IC D = 0*0013 for h = 0 to ACD = O-0021 for h = O-24 inch, At reduced 

mass flol-J the drag rise s or:ine to flon spillage, Included in Pig.24 are theoret- 
ical estimates for the cowl drag Land external skin friction drag and the 
measured bleed &rag. These are the three components of ACD and it can be seen 
that the estimates are in good agreement r,ith the practical results. The 
estimate for ccsrl drag incluilos the drag due to the chamfer on the leading 
edges of the si9.s plates and iras cnlculatoa using Ackcrct's theory, Skin 
friction drag ires calculated for the side and top surfaces of the nacelle, 
allotvance being made for the r[inC surface which l-;as covered by the nacelle. No 
alloTrance WE made for corner interference effects \;hich would be small. The 
bleed arag has actually been measured in the tests but it should be noted that 
for a practical installation the bleed duct :;ill have a more tortuous path in 
bypassing the engine and :t consequent increase in drag, A check on the value 
of bleed drag is Given by comparing the values of LCD for h = 0 and h = 0'24 inch. 
The dii"fcrenoe is almost entirely due to bleed drag and it does in fact corre- 
spond with the directly measured value of bleed drag for h = 0'24 inch i.e. 

CDblocd 
= 0*0007 (Fig.26). 

Taking 11 = 0016 inch as a practical value for the boundary layer bleed 
height the drag inc?emant AC, (as a percentage of the basic ning drag CD > is 
made up as ~ollom : - 0 

Alced drag 
Xxternal skin friction 

4-l 
3'4 

Cowl drag 
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The variation of AC, (h = 0.16 inoh, full mass flow) with lift ooeffi- 
oient is shorrn in Eig.25. The values were derived from the faired ourves of 
axial force against lift ooefficient. A$ is praotioally oonstant with CL 
although there is a slight inorease as L C increases, orring to the pressure 

interference between nacelle and wing oausing a change in lift ooefficient at 
a given angle of incidence, This effect is favourable to the underwing 
in3tsllation (the negative incidcnoo result3 as shown). 

6 .:, Boundarc.z>leed performance cuEI--* ,a7 s m-s*wveY 

Fig.26 3hovr3 the variation of bleed duct pressure reoovery, mass flot7 
and drag with boundary layer bleed height h. Values of 6 are given in the upper 
right hand oorner of the figure so that h/G may be oaloulated if required. 

Pressure recovery and mass flow ratio increase with h to give enoouragingly 
high renults which suggest that the bleed duo-t i s norking efficiently in spite 

of its simple design, Indeed, for h = 0.24. inch the mass flow is higher than 
the thooretioal estimate for a l/5 power law boundary layer given in Ref,l2* 
This theoretical ourve has been calculated using the mean value of tie boundary 
layer thickness and the mass flowU Q have been related to free stream conditions. 

The variation of pressure recovery with incidence is similar to the 
behaviour of the main intake duct at h 1 0. There is a decrease in pressure 

reoovely with increase of incidenoe until, above a = 4’, a thinning of the 
boundary layer by the effect of vring vortex flow oausos a rapid increase. This 
inoroase continues until at a z IO0 the prossure reoovery has almost returned 
to its value at cI = -lO", 

Bleed drag appears to vary linearly with h, the coefficient vslue being 
0*00070 at h = 0.24 inch for a = 0. As mentioned earlier this tsllies with 
estimates of bleed drug from a consideration of overall intake drag for 
varying vdiuos of h. 

6,4 &ft and pgt$& moment 

A typical lift curve is shown in Fig.27 compared with the curve for the 
basic wing. The intakes (on the top surface) cause a decrease in lift whioh is 
independent of inoidenoe in the range considered. This change in lift doe3 not 
appear to depend in a oonsistent nay on mass flow or boundary layer bleed 
height, although this is difficult to assoss since tho value3 of ACL approach 
the limits of experimental aoouracy. Tho mean value of CCL obtained from all the 
test3 (AC, = -0~0065) is within lC$ of an estimated value taking into account 
the lift on the 00~1 and ramp surfaces and the change in pressure distribution 
on the wing oaused by external chamfer on the sides of the nacelles. 

The pitching moment curvc3 (Fig.28 shows a typical example) are al.30 

unaffected in slope by the addition of the intakes and again there is no 

- 14- 



oonsistent trend with mass flow or boundary layer bleed height. The mean shift ' 
is AC m = +0*0032 at constant incidence and the corresponding value from the lift 
forces already calculated. is the same (AC, due to the drag increment is small). , 
Making allowance for the change of zero-Lift angle (0*29') this leads to a mean 
result at constant lift:- 

"rn = 0*001g . 

Tests at M = 1’82 on a rear wing installation for four engines side-by-side 
in each of +.NO nacelles, one on each half of an uncambcred slender gothic wing, 
led to the foLIowing conclusions: 

(1) From an aerodynamic point of view an under surface installation is 
preferable to an upper surface one owing to the decreased local Each number and 
the absence of tdng vortices. 

(2) With a suitable boundary layer bleed height, the drag of the intakes 
at zero lift cmwhd ‘to aIJprOtinatclmy 1% of the Yhig drag. This value agreed 
closely vlth the sum of a skin friction increment (2C$), estimated from the 
increase in wetted area, a cowl drag (5G$), estimated for the basic nacelle 
&ape in isolation and the internal drag of the bleed (3@), measured in the 
experiment, 

(3) The variation of intake drag (at constant C,) aitn CL was small; 
favourable to an underwing rather than an ovcwing installation. 

(4) The intakes had only small effeots on lift and pitching moment: these 
could be predicted from a knowledge of nacelle geometry. 

(5) The Prof.1 1 e of the undisturbed iring boundary layer at the position of 
the entry plant3 conformed approximstcly to a one-fifth power law. 

(6) The boundary layer thickness on the uing upper surface at the position 
of the outboard edCc of the intake was observed to decrease rapidly as the 
wing vortex moved inboard k;ith increase of incidence (above about 4” in this case). 

i 

--. 
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Squire3 has quoted pressure coefficients of -0*093 and -0*088 for stations 
on the xi.ng corresponding to thz inboard and outboard edges of the intake at the 
entry plane at a = 0, These give:- 

Inboard Men = I*972 ' 
G=o. 

Outboard Men = 1’962 

Jones'3 slender body theory shows that:- 

where ApL is the difference in static pressure betv3een upper and lower 
surface 

G is in radians 

X X is =1 
c 

0 

s(X) is the equation of the leading edge; in this ease s(X) = 4 22 (2 - x) 

s’(X) is & [s(X)] 

$f is y + local semispan. 

Applied to thi; model and I,:ach number WC ham:- 

ApL Inboard g- = OVOQ!821, a, 
cm 

APL Outboard 'p‘-- = Q-002222 G 
co 

. with u non in degmes. 



Appendix 

These give the curves in Fig.13 (:rhioh are not straight lines since M 
doss not vary linearly with p/k). 

PTot-so-slender xi+yJhcor~ 0pc)rp-r.a ~~-Y-~.w-~-~. --. 

Adms and Sears theory 14 has been develaped by Squire 15 to Give:- 

+ 4a P’(X) (I2 s; c G’(X) 82 s; lo&, FsT-’ 
c 

J- 
*- “4 

i 
s(x) I - jJ” 

nhere F(X) and G(X) we furictions of the Jor,cs slender body theory load 
distribution, 

sT is ratio of trailing edge semi span to root chord and p = N2 - 1 . 
J 

vm-sze-. 

For this model and Maa:1 number ve have:- 

*PL Inboard "11;"‘ = 0*00379(3 a 
*cu 

APL 
Outboarrl -‘i;"" = 0*00~859 a 

00 

which give the relations of Id 
the static pressure different% 

rrith a presented in Fig.13 and predicts exactly 
between upper and lower surface measured at the 

entry ?lsne (for attached flo:7). 

i 
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Root chord 20 inches 
Span IO Inches 
Area 133.3 sq inches 
Volume 72 cubic inches 
Aspect ratio o-75 
Aerodynamic mean chord 15 inches 
Thickness chord ratio 8*2$ 
Body diameter I.35 inches 
Cross sootion Diamond 

Planform given by 

Centre line section given by f- = 0-126 ;E (1 - -2‘; 
0 0 \ "0) 

Intakes --we-z. 

Inboard edge Y = 0'92 inch 
Outboard edge Y= '2*88 inches 
Leading edge x =: IL+*8 inches 
Trailing edge x = 20.0 inches 
I-icight of u~_c:er surface above 
wing surface with h = 0.24 in.0053 inch 

Ramp angle IP 

Inside lip angle 00 v 

i 

Shock on 129 Mach number 

Internal contraction 
&lain duct capture area 

(both nacelles) 

Boundary layer bleed 
duct height 

I'.: 
r?4 = I*80 

3 *I$ 

0.72 square inoh 

0, 0'08, 0.16 and 0*2i+ inch 
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Tests were made at M = 1.82 over an Incidence range of 210’ on an 
engine Installation mounted at the rear of an uncambered slender gothic wing 
with different values of the boundary layer bleed height and at various 
mass flow ratios. In addition en Investigation was made of the flow 
conditions at the Inboard and outboard edges of the inlet and of the 
effects of the nacelles on the longitudinal characteristics of the wing. 
The Installation represented a design In which four engines were mounted 
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possibility of the leading edge vortices entering the intake and to take 
advantage of the reduced local Mach rnenocr present under lifting conditions. 
With a reasonable boundary layer bleed height, addition of the nacelles 
to the wing caused a 15% increase in drag, almost independent of 
incidence. About 30% of this increase ll~~s ths drag of the boundary layer 
bleed duct; the remainder could be calculated closely rrom a knowledge 
of ths nacelle geanetry. The nacelles caused mm11 displacements of the 
lift and pitching matent curvws. 

possibility of the leading edge cortices entering the intake and to take 
ativanrage of the reduced local Mauh nwnber Psent under lifting conditions. 
With a reasonable boundary layer bleed height, addition of the mcelles 
to the w!ng caused a 15% increase in drag, almost Ma~e.n+nt of 
incidence. About 30% of this increase wis the dr-ak uz the boundary layer 
bleed tit; the remainder could oe calculated closely rrom a knowledge 
0r th nacelle geometry. The nacelles caused small displacements of the 
lirt and pitching moment curves. 

possibility of the leading edge vortiCeS entering th? intake and to take 
advantage of the reduced local Mach nunber *sent under lilting conditions. 
With a reasonable boundary layer bleed height, addition or the nacelles 
to the wing caused a 15% increase in drag, almost independent or 
incidence. About 30% or this increase HBS the drag or the boundary layer 
bleed duct; the renminder could be calculated closely rrom a knowledge 
0r the nacelle geometry. The nacelles caused small displacements or the 
iirt and pitching moment curves. 
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